
JABSOM Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes 
Thursday, August 9, 2012 

Senators Present 
In-Person: Richard Allsopp (ABP), Dan Alicata (Psych), Maria Chun (Surgery), Willie Gosnell 
(TMMMP), Peter Hoffman (CMB), DeWolfe Miller (TMMMP), Jane Onoye (Psych), Andrew 
Stenger (Medicine), Kelley Withy (CAM) 
 
Phone:  Daniel Murai (Pediatrics), Samina Ahsan (Geriatric Med) 
 
The meeting was called to order at 5:02 p.m. when a quorum was confirmed. 
 
I. Dean’s Address:  Dean Hedges discussed several matters of concern related to Chair 

evaluations, which are anticipated to occur every 3 years; Chairs are reviewed in their role 
as Chairs and not as faculty (e.g., not  tenure, post-tenure review): 

360 evaluation – Chairs are not technically administrators, but they do receive a stipend for 
administrative responsibilities.  They have important roles and should be periodically 
evaluated.  Per collective bargaining, formal evaluations and decisions regarding 
continuation of Chairs should be conducted periodically.  In order to comply with this 
requirement, the document regarding the responsibilities of the Chair was updated with the 
input of the JABSOM Faculty Senate and the JABSOM Executive Committee; the 360 
evaluation was then conducted for those Chairs in their positions for more than 3 years.  The 
evaluation was conducted via email/online survey and sent to a random sample of comp and 
non-comp faculty (all such individuals in smaller departments), the administrative team at 
the med school and related department and hospital leadership (for clinical departments).  
The results were received by Arnold Kameda, who forwarded the data to the JABSOM HR 
lead. The de-identified comments and summary date were then shared it with the Dean.  The 
Dean then further grouped the responses by category such that the Chair would not see 
verbatim comments.  

BU07 Chair vote – This process as part of the Chair assessment is in the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement (CBA), but had not been used by most departments. As part of the evaluation, 
JABSOM sought the recommendation of the BU07 faculty members following CBA 
guidelines. This was performed separate from the 360 evaluation process. According to the 
CBA, those faculty 50% FTE or higher can participate in an advisory vote on whether the 
current Chair should continue or another Chair should be selected.  Because only a subset of 
those individuals impacted by the Chair’s role provide feedback during this process, it is 
only one of several measures used to determine whether a Chair should continue.  The Dean 
noted that he felt that the vote was communicated at the appropriate venues (e.g., Exec 
Comm meeting), but agreed that the process may need to be better understood and that 
efforts to encourage consistency across department faculty usage in the future.   

Performance indicators – A third factor the Dean considers are performance indicators, such as 
budgetary growth, extramural funding, faculty retention, academic productivity, etc.  These 
factors are discussed regularly by the Dean/Associate Dean(s) and Chair at monthly 
meetings. 

 
National recruitment of Faculty Members – any new faculty position requires national posting, 

but the extent to which this needs to take place (e.g., how long the ad should be posted and 
how broadly) depends on different factors.  The Dean noted that Chairs are first hired as 
faculty members and then appointed as Chairs. From a practical standpoint, this is a parallel 



process. In the past, some ads and offer letters have noted that the position was intended to 
serve as chair, but given the different role and because no one is hired with a life-time 
appointment as chair, UHPA has advised that the “roles” be kept separate.   

 
Associate Deans and the CFO similarly will also undergo a review after 3 years in their 

respective positions.   
 
Feedback to other admin staff can be provided directly to the appropriate manager – e.g., if 

fiscal, then to Coco Seymour and/or to Nancy Foster as CFO..   
 
ACTION:  KW to follow up with the Dean regarding whether:  1) Chair are given time to 

improve if there are issues, and if so, how much time; 2) Are Chairs informed of the 
performance indicators?  If so, what are they? 

 
Dean and KW shared the cover memo to UHPA from VCAA’s office, which included a summary 

of events to date and the draft MOU between JABSOM and UHPA regarding the .50 FTE 
tenure proposal.  Dean Hedges noted that those at 50% FTE will be held to the same 
standard as those at 100% FTE, but would be allowed a longer probationary period to 
achieve the required academic/service expectations – e.g. 10 years instead of 5 years. The 
Dean also noted that the UH FTE requirement can be achieved with multiple position 
numbers (indicating different funding sources). 

 
ACTION:  MC sent out MOU and related memo to JFS per KW request. 
II. Review Minutes of July 12, 2012:  The minutes were accepted. 
III. Space Committee Document red-line editing:  KW displayed the draft policy and 

completed some redline editing during the meeting.  
ACTION:  KW will send the redlined version to the JFS members, who will then share it with 

their respective faculty for review and a vote.  The voting results will be brought to the next 
meeting and then the JFS will vote on the policy. 

IV. Faculty Satisfaction Survey:  After KW made inquiries with various Manoa offices, it was 
discovered that none collect retention data on a regular basis. 

ACTION:  Nancy Foster to provide retention data for next meeting. 
V. 360 Chair Review Update:  See item I.  Dean’s Address. 
ACTION:  KW to confirm UHPA rep will be present at next meeting. 
VI. New Business 
Recertification of BSL-3 – Dean Hedges noted that although there were some valid concerns, 

some of the matter had been apparently politicized.  Repairs are still underway and they are 
hoping for BSL3 clearance by September 2012.   

ACTION: Meeting summaries to be presented by AS (exec) and  KW (curriculum) at next 
meeting. 

VII. Announcements 
Next Meeting:  September 13, 2012, 5-6 pm 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:31 p.m. 


